
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Based on the northern Auvergne, our company is in the heart of the Charolais Basin. 
Regarding the number of Charolais animals, the Allier comes as the second most important 
French department. 
 
As a Bocage land, the Bourbonnais is specialized in bovines, sheeps and porcines quality 
breeding for a long time. 
 
 

The SICABA (SOCIETE d'INTERET COLLECTIF AGRICOLE DE BOURBON-L'ARCHAMBAULT) is 
a cooperative society with a 624.540 Euros capital and has 287 members. 
 
  

Located on Bourbon L'Archambault in the heart of the Bourbonnais Bocage our 
slaughtering company made in 2015, a 30.1 million euro turnover with a total slaughter tonnage 
of 3,381 T.                    
 

SICABA employs 101 employees  
 
 SICABA owns 3 subsidiaries for 100% of their capital : 
 

1 STB (Société Bourbonnaise de Transport) company of transport set up in Bourbon 
L’Archambault with a 700 000€ turnover for 2015 and 8 employees 
 

2 BGR (Boucherie Bourbonnaise) based in Vichy with a 504 000€ turnover for 2015 and 4 
employees 

 
3 The company HASSENFORDER, slaughtering and trading of meats company (Label Rouge 

porks such as “Porc Fermier d’Auvergne, Porc Délice) but also French Charolais beef, 
lamb and veal). It represents a 25.4 million euro turnover for 2015 and 68 
employees. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 

ORGANIC BEEF  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An incomparable taste ! 
What is Organic meat?  

This is a meat made from animals bred and fed in accordance with the organic farming 

specifications which ensures you that the animals, all along their life, never have GMO or 

pesticides- containing food or cures.   

The way of breeding is respectful of the environment 

and the animals well-being is the prime concern of 

farmers. 

At least a 10 days maturation period is advised. 

 

 

 

 

Organic Beef Meat breeder’s commitments 
“Follow the nature without frustrating it.” 

The “Coeur de Terroir” bovines are bred in the 

Bocage meadows, diversified and plant life-rich, 

where they have nature shelters (hedges, trees...). 

They are only: heifers, cows and steers of meat 

races with a 100% organic herbs, forage or cereal 

food. 

Concerning the animal health, we favour the 

alternatives medicines (homeopathy, herbal 

medicine, aromatherapy...) and we respect the well 

being and the hygiene of cattle.  

In order to guarantee a butcher and organoleptic quality 

meat, carcasses are selected according to their age, 

race and weight. 

The traceability is made all along the supply chain: 

breeders and distributors are controlled by an 

independent certification body. An identification card 

follows the animal from its birth to butcher shop. 



 

 

ORGANIC LAMB  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An incomparable taste ! 
What is Organic meat? 

This is a meat made from animals bred and fed in accordance 

with the organic farming specifications which ensures you that 

the animals, all along their life, never have GMO or pesticides- 

containing food or cures.   

The way of breeding is respectful of the environment and the 

animals well-being is the prime concern of farmers. 

 

Organic Lamb Meat breeder’s commitments 
Follow the nature without frustrating it. 

The “Coeur de Terroir” lambs are bred in the Bocage meadows, diversified and plant life-rich, 

where they have nature shelters (hedges, trees...). Their food is 100% made from organic herbs, 

forage or cereal. 

Concerning the animal health, we favour the alternatives medicines (homeopathy, herbal 

medicine, aromatherapy...) and we respect the well being and the hygiene of cattle.  

In order to guarantee a butcher and organoleptic quality meat, carcasses are selected according to 

their age, race and weight. 

The traceability is made all along the supply chain: breeders and distributors are controlled by an 

independent certification body. 

An identification card follows the animal from its birth to butcher shop. 

 



 

 

ORGANIC PORK  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An incomparable taste ! 

What is Organic meat? 

This is a meat made from animals bred and fed in 

accordance with the organic farming specifications 

which ensures you that the animals, all along their 

life, never have GMO or pesticides- containing food 

or cures.   

The way of breeding is respectful of the environment 

and the animals well-being is the prime concern of 

farmers.  

 

Organic Pork Meat breeder’s commitments 

Follow the nature without frustrating it. 
For their blooming, « Cœur de Terroir » organic pigs, are blessed with wide spaces. Their food is 
100% made from organic cereals. 

Concerning the animal health, we favour the alternatives medicines (homeopathy, herbal 

medicine, aromatherapy...) and we respect the well being and the hygiene of cattle in particular 

thanks to open buildings and the quality of mulching. 

The traceability is made all along the supply chain: breeders and distributors are controlled by an 

independent certification body. 

An identification card follows the animal from its birth to butcher shop.  

The selective choice of carcasses ensures a butcher and organoleptic quality meat. 

 

 

 



 

 

ORGANIC VEAL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An incomparable taste ! 
What is Organic meat?  
This is a meat made from animals bred and fed in 
accordance with the organic farming specifications which 
ensures you that the animals, all along their life, never 
have GMO or pesticides- containing food or cures.   
The way of breeding is respectful of the environment 
and the animals well-being is the prime concern of 
farmers. 
Organic Beef Meat breeder’s commitments 
Follow the nature without frustrating it. 

 The “Coeur de Terroir” veals are bred with mothers’milk during at least 3 months. The 
complementary food is 100% organic made from herbs, forage and cereals. 
Concerning the animal health, we favour the alternatives medicines (homeopathy, 
herbal medicine, aromatherapy...) and we respect the well being and the hygiene of 
cattle.  

Veals are put on the market when they are between 3 and 8 months old what is the guarantee 
of the high quality of meat. 
The traceability is made all along the supply chain: breeders and distributors are controlled by 
an independent certification body. 
An identification card follows the animal from its birth to butcher shop. 

Good to know: the pinkish color of meat is the proof of a physical activity and a varied 
food. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

Since 1974, 120 Charolais bovines breeders have 

became involved in a Label rouge approach which 

assures you:  

 

« The Bourbonnais »: An authentic soil. 

As a bocage land, « the Bourbonnais » is a country of 

breeding and one of the birthplaces of the Charolais race. 

 

« The Charolais du Bourbonnais » assures you a meet 

traced from the breeder to the distributor. Only Charolais 

animals could be labelled. 

- The Label Rouge is the only official sign of superior 

quality awarded by the Minister of Agriculture.  

- The whole channel (producer, abattoir and distributor.) 

commits itself in respecting strict specifications. 

- Age of animals (from 28 months to 8 years maximum). 

- Grass and vegetable produces diet guaranteed (without 

bone meals nor growth activators, in accordance 

with the current regulations). 

- An Independent body ensures monitorings all along the 

production chain. 

Every day, carcasses are specially selected by 

technicians. 

 

Maturing or ageing time of carcasses is ensured. 
 



 

A range of muscles: 
In order to individually guarantee the animals’origin we 

have to work with muscles: 

Whole muscles on the boned   to grill, to braise  

Whole muscles boned           to boil, to roast   

  

Elaboration is possible       

* 

A range of carcasses or large sides: 

- ART8    - ALMT 

- DEH    - BCUF 

- BCUH     - SHOULDER 

Our Label Rouge commitments 
- Guaranteed Charolais 

- Traceability (identification card) 

- Ageing of carcasses 

- Customized preparation 

- Disposal of point of sale advertising. 
 

Customer’s commitments 
- Commitment by the way of an exclusive 

contract. 

- To inform consumers 

- Respect for ageing time 

- Traceability documents keeping. 



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Since 1990, the Agneau Fermier du Bourbonnais is honored with a Label 

Rouge it is reared in Allier. 

- Only Lamb born, reared and slaughtered in Bourbonnais 

- Traditional breeding 

- Up to 90 days old, lambs are mainly fed on mother’s milk 

- After 90 days, grass and vegetables produces diet. 

- Without bone meals, nor growth activating in accordance with the 

current regulations. 

A large of products suitable for catering 
Carcasses (whole and half loin, shoulder, baron). 

Muscles (on the bone or boned) 

Our Label Rouge commitments 
Traceability from the breeder to the distributor 

Identification card 

Rigorous selection of carcasses 

Third independent body monitoring 

Disposal of point of sale advertising 

Customer’s commitments 
Commitment by the way of an exclusive contract. 

To inform consumers 

Traceability documents keeping. 
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« It says that some pigs are open-air reared… 

In addition, ours runs in the fields all along the year » 

 

 

-  Open-air reared in Auvergne. 

-  Feeding from vegetables origin composed by minimum 75% of cereals 

   completed by proteins from vegetable origin and by minerals 

-  Without bone meals nor growth activating in accordance with the current regulations. 

A large of products suitable for catering 

A range of carcasses (whole and half pork, loins, leg, shoulder, breast) 

A range of muscles (on the bone or boneless) 

 

Our Label Rouge commitments 

-   Traceability from the farm to the point of sale. 

-   Identification card 

-   Rigorous selection of carcasses 

-   Third independent body monitoring 

-   Disposal of point of sale advertising 

 

  Customer’s commitments 

-   Commitment by the way of an exclusive contract. 

-   To inform consumers 

-   Traceability documents keeping. 


